
Octuplet Mom Seeking Donations Via The Web

She had six children, took fertility drugs and got octuplets. Now she comes with hat in hand.
Nadya Suleman, the single mother of newborn octuplets, is using the Internet to help support her family of 14 children.
She's started a Web site seeking donations.The web site features pictures of a rainbow, child's blocks and all eight of
Suleman's newborns. Also prominently displayed on the Web site is a prompt for visitors to make a donation, noting that
the "proud mother of 14" accepts Visa, MasterCard, American Express, Discover and PayPal.Suleman, 33, had the
octuplets through fertility treatments, despite already having six young children and no clear source of income.  In recent
television interviews, Suleman has rejected suggestions that she might not be able to care adequately for all 14 of her
children."I"I'm providing myself to my children," Nadya Suleman told NBC in her first interview. "I'm loving them
unconditionally, accepting them unconditionally, everything I do. I'll stop my life for them and be present with them and
hold them and be with them. And how many parents do that?"    Suleman said she plans to go back to college to pursue a
degree in counseling, NBC reported. She also said all 14 children have the same biological father, a sperm donor whom
she described as a friend.

 Joann Killeen, a spokeswoman for Suleman, has told CNN that she is being deluged with media offers, but disputed any
suggestions that Suleman may have had a monetary incentive for having so many children.  Killeen, told CNN's "Larry
King Live" that Suleman "has no plans on being a welfare mom and really wants to look at every opportunity that she can
to make sure she can provide financially for the 14 children she's responsible for now."  Suleman's publicist did say that
Suleman gets $490 every month in food stamps.     source : CNN.com   
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